
Freewell Eiger Matte Box True Color VND CPL Filter Ref: 6972971862489
Freewell Eiger Matte Box True Color VND CPL Filter

The Freewell Eiger set consisting of a CPL and two VND filters
The Freewell Eiger set includes a CPL filter and 2 VND filters with a range of 1 to 5 degrees, which will significantly increase the quality of
your film productions and achieve the desired effects in dynamic lighting conditions. Thanks to the use of True Color Technology VND,
your shots will stand out with realistic colors. In addition, you can manually adjust the level of light attenuation. Take your footage to a
new level!
 
Realistic colors
Thanks to VND's advanced True Color Technology, you can enjoy unparalleled precision and faithful color reproduction, allowing you to
create photos and videos of the highest quality. What sets Freewell filters apart from ordinary VND filters? They allow your recordings to
retain natural  colors even while adjusting the light transmission. So you can say goodbye for good to the problems of color shifts and
inaccuracy that can compromise the quality of your work. The VND filter offers convenience and versatility, especially in places where
lighting  conditions  change  rapidly."  It  allows  you  to  quickly  achieve  the  desired  exposure  in  dynamic  film  scenarios  such  as  outdoor
shooting and videography. 
 
Versatility of application
Gain a whole new perspective for creating visual works of art with the Eiger kit. It combines the features of a VND (Neutral Density) filter
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and a CPL (Circular Polarizer) polarizing filter. It allows you to smoothly adjust light attenuation from 1 to 5 degrees, which is crucial when
controlling  exposure  in  different  lighting  conditions.  You  can  also  remove  filters  in  the  1-5  degree  range,  gaining  a  CPL  filter  that
eliminates glare and improves color saturation. This is an invaluable support for creatives who strive for perfect visuals.
 
Convenience of use
Find out that convenience can go hand in hand with functionality. From now on, you can manually adjust the level of light attenuation,
enjoying full  control  over the effects in  your shots.  The mechanism is  intuitive and easy to use.  Forget  about complicated adjustment
processes and concentrate on creating perfect photos and videos.
 
Included:
CPL filter x1
VND filter (1-5) x2
	Manufacturer
	Freewell
	Model
	FW-EGMB-VND

Preço:

Antes: € 313.9944

Agora: € 298.00

Fotografia, Video, Acessórios, Filters
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